Experimental and Numerical Analysis of Torque Properties of Rotary Elastomer Particle Damper considering the Effect of Gap and No Gap between Rotor and Body of the Damper
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Particle dampers are devices used to control the vibration of mechanical systems. In this research, prototypes of rotary elastomer particle dampers are experimentally tested considering gap and no gap between shaft and cylinder. There is a gap between the rotor and cylinder in the gap model; particles can move from one chamber to another. There is no space for the particles to move from one chamber to another in the no-gap model. Elastomer particles are soft, and they have different behavior from hard (metallic) particles. Experiments on rotary elastomer particle dampers considering the gap between rotor and cylinder helped investigate the effects of the change in packing fraction, rotational speed, size of elastomers, and the gap between the rotor and the damper body. A numerical simulation approach based on the discrete element analysis method is used to perform a quantitative and qualitative analysis of the rotary elastomer particle damper. The simulation results are in great agreement with the experiment results. It is observed that packing fraction, rotational speed, size of elastomer particles, and the gap between rotor and cylinder play a vital role in producing higher damper torque.

1. Introduction

Vibrations are frequent oscillations of mechanical systems. Most of the case vibrations are unwanted excitations to the mechanical systems. Vibrations can be extremely dangerous for mechanical systems which can severely affect health as well as human lives. In addition, vibrations decrease the efficiency and accuracy of mechanical devices and machines. Researchers have been trying to develop better techniques and methods to suppress unwanted vibrations. The passive vibration damping technique is one of the most suitable solutions in industrial applications of vibration control. Conventional passive damping technique consists of frictional devices, impact dampers, oil dampers, and tuned mass dampers. In conventional dampers, viscoelastic materials are used. Viscoelastic materials degrade and disintegrate with time and environmental temperature. Similarly, the main problem with oil dampers is the leakages. A particle damper is a vibration control device in which different metals, ceramic, tungsten, rubbers, sand, or other types of particles are used. Particle damper controls the vibration of any mechanical system by dissipating the kinetic energy; kinetic energy can be dissipated in two ways in a particle damper, one by friction and second is collisions between particle-particle and particle-wall of the damper.

There are two types of dampers used in the particle-based vibration control system. One is particle impact damper, and the other is the piston and rotor-based particle damper. Particle impact dampers consist of a closed cavity with particles inside it. In piston and rotor-based particle dampers, a moving rod or rotor is used inside the container of the damper. The piston-based particle damper is a linear damper consists of a rod, and a rotary particle damper consists of a rotating shaft.

In recent decades, researchers and scientists turned their focus towards particle dampers due to several advantages of
particle dampers, such as no loss in efficiency at higher temperature [1, 2] and simple construction [3], which results in ease of maintenance and manufacturing [4].

Previous work has mainly focused on using metallic or other hard particles in the particle damper [5]. Marhadi and Kinra proposed a particle damper for beam [6], the effect of packing fraction was investigated. In their experiments, the particles made of lead, steel, tungsten, and glass were used. They argued that the size and the number of particles are the parameters that must be considered while designing particle impact dampers. Sánchez et al. studied the effect of different sizes and shapes of grains; they observed the welding of grains at high temperatures [7]. Liu et al. proposed a method of vibration control of structures with the help of particle dampers; they considered the nonlinear characteristics of the damper [8]. Their investigation proved that the damping is affected by the thickness of the disk cavity. Researchers also used the tungsten powder as a damping medium in the damper [9]. It was shown that packing fraction and container dimension have an enormous influence on the damping capabilities of a damper. Friend and Kinra reported the nonlinear behavior of particle dampers using lead particles [10]. Also, they showed the high damping capability of lead compared to other metallic materials. Fabian et al. showed particle impact damper’s applications in automobile applications [11]. They investigated the oil pan noise reduction in a combustion engine using a granular particle damper. Kachare and Bimleshkumar [12] researched on the effect of packing fraction and size of metallic particles; they used 1 mm, 2 mm, and 3 mm diameter spherical shaped particles made of copper. They concluded that 1 mm diameter-sized particle showed better performance than 2 mm and 3 mm diameter particles, and at 50% packing fraction, the damper shows maximum performance; after 50% packing fraction, a decline in damper performance was noticed.

In recent years, elastomer particles have been introduced and studied [1]. Metal particles and elastomer particles are different in nature and properties, so they behave differently in different situations. More importantly, one of the essential advantages of using elastomer particles is noise reduction [13]. Very few articles have been published on the damping behavior of elastomer particles; most of them are considering linear elastomer particle dampers. Morishita et al. proposed a double rod type linear particle damper. They used elastomer particles instead of metallic ones [14]. They reported that the change of packing fraction, frequency, and stroke of the piston changes the damper force. Kawamoto et al. proposed a double rod type linear damper using elastomer particles made of silicon [1]. Kishan et al. investigated torque dependency on the angle of the rotor in a rotary elastomer particle damper [15].

As for our knowledge, no more articles have been found on the damper torque properties of a rotary elastomer particle damper. It is essential to note that hard metallic particles or powders were used in most previous studies. Although the metallic particles are primarily used in the dampers as a vibration suppression medium, the main issue with metallic particles is the high cost and noise due to collisions. In this research, we are using elastomer particles instead of metallic ones. Elastomer particles do not produce noise because of their soft and elastic properties. Several factors can affect the damping performance of particle dampers, such as packing fraction and size of particles. However, due to the change in these parameters, there was a massive change observed in damping properties of damper because these changes can cause a change in the cooperative moment of damping particles [16]. The gap between the rotor and cylinder can also significantly change the cooperative moment of particles inside the damper. The performance of a particle damper is affected by the packing fraction and size of particles [17]. None of the studies examined the role of the gap between the rotor and the cylinder in a rotary elastomer particle damper. So, it is essential to do an in-depth study on the behavior of elastomer particles considering the effect of the gap between the rotor and damper body, which can affect the damping capabilities of a rotary elastomer particle damper. This research provides new insight into the research on particle dampers. In addition, the findings of this research can help academia and industry to design more efficient rotors for particle damper applications. This paper proposes rotary elastomer particle dampers with gap and no gap between rotor and cylinder.

It is expected that the rotary elastomer particle damper with the gap between rotor and cylinder can provide a strong damper torque than the rotary elastomer particle damper with no gap between rotor and cylinder. Rotary elastomer particle damper with no-gap model produces torque due to resistance of particles due to friction and collision between particle-particle and particle-wall of the damper, but in case of rotary elastomer particle damper with gap model, extra layers of strongly compressed elastomer particles can enter the gap between the rotor and the body. Because of the elastic properties of the elastomer particles, the particles in the gap region can provide high repulsive forces in the motion of the rotor. There is a direct correlation between repulsive forces from the particles and damper torque.

In this study, the damper torque characteristics of rotary elastomer particle damper were investigated. The effects of packing fraction, rotor speed, size of elastomer particles, and the gap between rotor and cylinder on damper torque were examined. The behavior of elastomer particles inside the damper was analyzed by numerical simulations using the discrete element method.

2. Experiments

2.1. Fabrication of Elastomer Particles. TSE3466 (produced by Momentive Performance Materials) is the main ingredient for preparing silicon rubber particle samples. TSE3466 has a hardness of 60, the density is 1.10 kg/m³, and the tensile strength (MPa) is 7.4. TSE3466-A is the primary raw material, but it is mixed with TSE3466-B, with a ratio of 10:1. Product B worked as a catalyst, and its job is to speed up the drying procedure. Before the molding, the air from the raw material was removed by a vacuum chamber. In the next step, we removed the dried elastomers from the molds after 24 hours. We prepared elastomer particles of 3 mm, 4 mm,
and 5 mm diameter for experimental purposes. The main reason to select particles of 3 mm, 4 mm, and 5 mm diameter is the expected higher damper torque of the damper due to higher deformation range comparing to particles of 2 mm and 1 mm diameter. Qualitative analysis of 3 mm, 4 mm, and 5 mm diameter particles is more accessible than smaller particles. Fabrication of 1 mm and 2 mm diameter particles is more complex than the 3 mm diameter particles; it takes a long time to remove smaller size particles from the molds. Figure 1 shows the prepared samples after being removed from the molds. Figure 1 shows the sample of a spherical particle of 3 mm, 4 mm, and 5 mm diameter particles made from TSE3466.

2.2. Damper Construction and Working. The schematic diagram of the damper used in this experiment is shown in Figure 2; the damper consisted of the body, cover, rotor, holder, shaft, and bearings. All dimensions in the figure are in millimeters (mm). Two different types of rotors were used, as shown in Figure 2. In this damper, the holder’s job was to hold the damper while performing experiments; it stopped the damper body from rotation. There were two tapered roller bearings (NTN30202) used in the damper, which supported the rotor of the damper. The parts other than the bearings were made of stainless steel SAE304. The damper was tested with no particles inside, and it produced no damping torque, so it can be stated that bearings and damper parts do not affect the test results. In the study, the effect of packing fraction on the rotary elastomer particle damper is analyzed. The packing fraction = total mass of particles/ (density of particles and volume of the damper container). The working mechanism of the damper is simple. As the force applied to the rotor of the damper, the rotor started to move. As the rotor moved, it pushed the elastomer particles to move in the direction of the rotor. The main reason behind selecting this damper is its simple working mechanism, which helped to understand and answer the article’s primary research question. This damper size is suitable for several mechanical engineering applications, i.e., car seat suspension or automobile door closer. In the future, the prototype can easily be tested for practical application due to its small size.

2.3. Experiential Setup and Experimental Conditions. The damper torque of the designed elastomer particle damper is measured experimentally using an experimental setup shown in Figure 3. This test setup consists of a servo motor (Model-NXM920A-PS10) from Oriental Motors Co., Ltd., Japan. The experimental setup has rotational speed ranging from 0 to 120 rpm of the shaft. Couplings are used to connect the damper shaft with the shaft of the test setup. The torque meter used in the experiment is of UTM II from Unipulse Corporation with a torque monitoring capacity of 10 Nm. The torque meter measured the resistive torque generated by the damper. A control unit is used to control the rotation of the motor. The interface is used to provide the torque readings from the torque meter and transfer them to the computer. The maximum standard deviation was 0.13 (Nm).

Initially, 5 to 6 revolutions at high rpm were given to the shaft to settle down the particles at random locations. The temperature of the cylinder of the damper was monitored during the experiments; few degrees rise in temperature was detected; however, it did not change the mechanical properties of TSE3466, so the effect of temperature can be neglected.

3. Numerical Simulation of the Rotary Elastomer Particle Damper

The discrete element method (DEM) is used to simulate the particle behavior inside the rotary elastomer particle damper. In DEM, the collision between the particle-particle and particle-wall is modeled based on contact force laws. The DEM simulation provides a much satisfying insight into the particle governing process. The DEM simulations can enhance basic understanding of particle behavior, as well as it can help to improve the design and efficiency of particle dampers. A theoretical approach was used to prepare this model by considering two particles which we named particle $i$ and particle $j$.

The basic equations of motions can be stated as

$$m_i \frac{d^2 r_i}{dt^2} = F_i,$$

$$I_i \frac{d\Omega_i}{dt} = T_i,$$

where $t$ is the time, $m_i$ is the mass of the particle, $r_i$ is the position vector of the particle $i$, $F_i$ is the sum of the forces acting on the particle $i$, $I_i$ is the moment of inertia, $\Omega_i$ is the angular velocity vector, and $T_i$ represents the total torque applied on the particles. In these equations, a particle is named particle $i$, by considering which the model will further progress. $F_i, I_i, T_i$ can be expressed as

$$F_i = F + F_{ct} + F_g,$$

$$T_i = r_i \times F_{ct},$$

$$I_i \frac{8}{15} \rho \pi a^5,$$

$$F_g = m_i g,$$
where $F_{cn}$ is the normal contact force between particles or the walls of the damper, $F_{ct}$ is the force in the tangential direction, $F_g$ is the gravity force, $g$ is the gravitational acceleration vector, $a$ is the radius of the elastomer particle, and $\rho$ is the particle density. This model is based on the Kelvin–Voigt material model, which consists of an elastic spring dashpot and slider.

\[
F_{cn} = (-K_n \delta_n + C_n V_{ij} \cdot n_i) n_i, \\
F_{ct} = K_t \delta_t + C_t V_{fij},
\]

where the subscript $n$ represents the parameters of normal direction, whereas the subscript $t$ represents the parameters of tangential direction, $K_n$ is the elastic modulus in the normal direction, $K_t$ is the elastic modulus in the tangential direction, $C_n$ is the viscosity coefficient in the normal direction, $C_t$ is the viscosity coefficient in the tangential direction, $\delta_n$ is the strain in the normal direction, $\delta_t$ is the strain in the tangential direction, $n_i$ is the unit vector in the normal direction from $i$ to particle $j$, $V_{ij}$ is the relative velocity vector of particle $i$ with respect to particle $j$, and $V_{fij}$ is the tangential relative velocity.

\[
V_{ij} = v_i - v_j, \\
V_{fij} = V_{ij} - (V_{ij} \cdot n_i)n_i + 2a(\omega_i - \omega_j) \times n_i,
\]

where $\omega_i$ and $\omega_j$ are the angular velocity vectors of particles $i$ and $j$, respectively. Viscosity coefficients in the normal direction $C_n$ and viscosity coefficient in the tangential direction $C_t$ can be represented as [18]

\[
C_n = \pi \sqrt{m_i K_n \delta_n^{0.25}}, \\
C_t = \pi \sqrt{m_i K_t \delta_t^{0.25}},
\]

where $\delta_{ij}$ is the displacement in elastomer particle in the tangential direction; $\pi$ determines the magnitude of viscous damper force, which can be expressed by the following equation [18]:
\[
\pi = 2.2 \sqrt{\frac{\ln(c^3)}{\ln(c^4) + \pi^2}}.
\]  

(6)

The elastic modulus in the normal direction is expressed by the following equation based on Hertz’s contact theory [18]:

\[
K_{nj} = \frac{2}{3\pi} \left( \frac{1}{\delta_j} \right) \sqrt{\frac{\pi \delta_n}{2}},
\]

\[
K_{nw} = \frac{4}{3\pi} \left( \frac{1}{\delta_i + \delta_w} \right) \sqrt{\pi \delta_n},
\]

\[
\delta_i = 1 - v_i^2 \frac{E_i}{E_n},
\]

\[
\delta_w = 1 - v_w^2 \frac{E_w}{E_n},
\]

where the subscript \(w\) indicates that the quantities relate to the wall, \(K_{nj}\) is the elastic coefficient when particle \(i\) and particle \(j\) are in contact, whereas \(K_{nw}\) is the elastic coefficient when the particle \(i\) is in contact with the wall of the damper, \(E_i\) and \(E_w\) are the moduli of longitudinal elasticity of the particle and wall, respectively, and \(v_i\) and \(v_w\) are the Poisson’s ratios of the particle and wall, respectively. Considering that there is no slip at the point of contact, the tangential elastic coefficient can be expressed as the following equation [18]:

\[
K_{tij} = \left( \frac{2\sqrt{2\alpha G_i}}{2 - v_i} \right) \delta_n^{0.5},
\]

\[
K_{tiw} = \left( \frac{8\sqrt{2\alpha G_i}}{2 - v_i} \right) \delta_n^{0.5},
\]

where \(K_{tij}\) is the elastic coefficient when particle \(i\) is in contact with another particle \(j\), \(K_{tiw}\) is the elastic coefficient when particle \(i\) is in contact with the wall of the damper, and \(G_i\) is the transverse elastic modulus of the particle and is expressed as follows [18]:

\[
G_i = \frac{E_i}{2(1 + v_i)}.
\]

(9)

For calculating the time steps of the velocity, displacement, and angular velocity of the particles, the Adams–Bashforth method of second-order accuracy is applied. The analytical model for the rotary elastomer particle damper is the same as the rotary damper prepared for experiments, as shown in Figure 2. The simulations are conducted at the packing fractions of 30%, 40%, 45%, and 50%. The rotational speed of the shaft in the simulation is kept at 60 rpm. The material of the elastomer particles is silicon rubber (TSE3466). The diameter of the elastomer particles used in the numerical simulations is 3 mm. The friction coefficient is 0.5 in this simulation [19], and the time step is 0.0000000075 seconds. The density of the particle is 1.10 kg/m^3. The particle’s Poisson ratio and wall’s Poisson ratio were 0.5 and 0.3.

One of the limitations of this simulation is long processing time. Data collection of simulation at each packing fraction took around 4 to 5 days. More powerful computers can reduce the computational time of particle-based simulation systems. Advanced and fast parallel processing can make more efficient use of the algorithm.

4. Results and Discussion

4.1. Torque Generation Mechanism of the Rotary Elastomer Particle Damper. We have performed extensive experiments to analyze the damper torque performance of rotary elastomer particle dampers. The qualitative and quantitative analysis of the rotary damper is also performed via numerical simulation. The purpose of the simulation is to allow us to analyze the behavior of the elastomer particles inside the damper. We first present a simulation experiment result to study the behavior of particles, followed by a detailed analysis of the damper torque properties using rotary elastomer particle damper with gap and no-gap model prototypes. Figures 4 and 5 show the torque versus time graph of the gap and no-gap models of the rotary elastomer particle damper. Figures 4 and 5 show the simulation results and the experimental results of rotary elastomer particle damper at 60 rpm and 50% packing fraction using particles of 3 mm diameter. To investigate the effect of particle deformation and particle sliding, decomposition of both the factors based on simulation results is conducted. The decomposition results are taken from 50% packing fraction at 60 rpm, using 3 mm diameter elastomer particles. In Figure 6, the torque due to particle deformation is higher than the torque due to sliding friction. The dominant source of torque generation is particle deformation, so the compression force on particles plays a significant role in producing higher damper torque. Particles under higher compressive forces tend to generate strong repulsive forces in the rotation of the rotor. Due to repulsive forces from the particles, damper torque is produced by the damper.

Figure 7 shows the experimental and simulation results of the torque versus packing fraction curve using elastomer particles of 3 mm diameter in the no-gap model. The results are taken from the rotational speed of 60 rpm. In Figure 7, the simulation results are in good agreement with experimental results. The experimental curve shows slightly higher torque than simulation results; this may be because of the surface roughness factor of the particles, which is not considered in the simulation. In our future research, this difference between experimental and simulation results can be reduced by considering the effect of the surface roughness factor in simulations.

The design with gap and no gap between rotor and cylinder produced no noise during experiments. Due to the elastic nature of elastomer particles, they deform on collision and compression but do not produce noise. Due to the collision between elastomer particles, the sound is inaudible
to humans, but it may be possible to record or measure it using a microphone.

Figures 8 and 9 show the qualitative results obtained from the simulation of rotary elastomer particle damper with no-gap and gap models. To investigate the force of compression on the elastomer particles, the simulation was conducted at 50% packing fraction at the rotational speed of 60 rpm, using 3 mm diameter elastomer particles.

In Figures 8 and 9, the strength of compressive force on the particles depends on the rotor’s location inside the cylinder. When the rotor rotates, it forces the elastomer particles to move forward in the direction of the rotor rotation. Particles in front of the rotor push other particles to move forward. The force of compression on the elastomer particles is investigated using simulation results. In Figures 8 and 9, several particles have a strong force of compression near the rotor, due to which a strong repulsive force from the elastomer particles is produced. When the rotor is at the bottom area of the cylinder, the force of compression is strong because the gravitational force is also acting on the particles. The elastic repulsive force of particles is produced by the collision of elastomer particles and frictional forces between particle-particle and particle-wall. It is important to
mention that the rotary damper with the gap between rotor and cylinder and no gap between rotor and cylinder may look similar, but in the case of the gap model, due to the gap between the damper body and the rotor, an extra layer of elastomer particles is formed. In the gap between rotor and cylinder, particles are under a strongly compressed state, resulting in the generation of a strong friction zone inside the damper.

4.2. Effect of Packing Fraction and Rotor Speed on Damper Torque of the Damper. Packing fraction can be defined as the mass of the particles divided by the volume of the damper and the density of the particles [1]. Rotary elastomer particle damper shows an increase in damper torque with the increase of packing fraction. Figure 10 shows the torque vs. packing fraction graph of no-gap models of rotary elastomer particle dampers. Figure 11 shows the torque vs. packing fraction graph of gap models of rotary elastomer particle dampers. Similar observations are made in gap and no-gap models of rotary elastomer particle dampers; they both showed an increase in damper torque with the increase of packing fraction. The main reason is that the number of particles decreases inside the damper with a decrease in packing fraction [20]. A small variation in particle number leads to a large change in damping behavior. A decrease in the number of particles increases the volume of void gaps in the rotary elastomer particle damper. When elastomer particles are moved forward by the rotor at a high packing fraction, the particles do not have void spaces available.
When there are void gaps, particles do not apply strong frictional forces on each other and the walls of the damper [18]. However, when the void gaps are large, the particles are not strongly compressed by neighboring particles, so particles produce weak repulsive forces. The elastic deformation of elastomer particles inside the damper plays a vital role in increasing the damper torque. In short, when there are fewer void gaps inside the damper, particles can produce strong damper torque. As illustrated in Figures 10 and 11, the damper torque increases not only because of the packing fraction but also the rotational speed of the rotor. One of the important factors which cause an increase in damper torque with the increase of rotor speed is the normal and tangential forces acting on the elastomer particles which are strong at high speed of the rotor. The second reason is the increase in the number of collisions between particle-particle and particle-wall. A high-speed rotor pushes the elastomer particles with higher velocity, and particles collide with neighboring particles with high velocity, and loss of energy takes place. In Figure 11, until 10 rpm of the shaft, the damper torque of rotary damper with the gap between rotor and cylinder is higher than the rotary damper with no gap between rotor and cylinder. After 10 rpm of the shaft, the rotary elastomer damper with no-gap model has higher damper torque than the rotary damper with gap model using 3 mm diameter particles. From 1 to 10 rpm, the gap model produced higher damper torque, because at low speed of rotor, particles were crossing the gap region by rolling motion. Due to rolling motion, particles were experiencing compression. At the high rpm of the shaft, the particles...
rolling motion converted to sliding motion when passing through the gap region. In conclusion, due to sliding motion at high rpm, compressive force on particles reduced; that is why after 10 rpm, the no-gap model’s damper torque is higher than the rotary damper with gap model.

It is worth mentioning that an increase in packing fraction and the rotational speed increases the damper torque, but it has certain limitations. At high rotational speeds such as 100 and 120 rpm, the particle breaking rate is higher. Similarly, high rpm of the rotor for a long period can also break the particles.

Previous studies showed that, after a certain packing fraction, a decline in the damping is observed in metallic particle dampers, but in the case of elastomer damper until 50% packing fraction, the damper torque kept on increasing. We could not observe the limit of packing fraction after which the damper torque may reduce in rotary elastomer particle damper too, because at high packing fractions such as 70% and above, it is difficult to close the cylinder.

4.3. Effect of Change in Size of Particles on Damper Torque of the Damper. The particles of 3 mm, 4 mm, and 5 mm made from TSE3466 were experimentally tested. This section of the study demonstrates a correlation between the damper torque and the size of elastomer particles. Although the mass ratio is kept constant, the number of particles would vary. In the case of the gap and no-gap models, increase in damper torque was observed with the increase of the size of the elastomer particles. Figure 12 shows the collective results of 3 mm, 4 mm, and 5 mm diameter particles at 60 rpm. It is observed that the size of elastomer particles plays a significant role in increasing the damper torque of a rotary elastomer particle damper. A significant increase in damper torque is obtained when 5 mm diameter elastomer particles are used. The main reason behind the increase in the damper torque with the increase of particle size is the higher deformation capability in large-sized particles. Due to collision and friction between particles and damper body, the velocity of the adjacent particles drops. Particle velocity drops when two particles collide with each other and compares each other. The greater energy dissipation and damping take place when collision and compression are transferred to neighboring particles. Large particles have more contact area and can deform more than small particles under a compressed state. In brief, large size particles tend to produce strong repulsive forces and so result in strong damper torque. It is worth mentioning that when 5 mm diameter particles are used inside the rotary damper with gap mode, it produces higher damper torque than the rotary damper with no-gap model. When particles of 5 mm diameters entered into the gap, 5 mm particles were under intense compressive force due to larger deformation capability. In summary, unlike 3 mm and 4 mm diameter particles, 5 mm particles are in a strongly compressed state even at high rpm, resulting in a strong damper torque generation.

4.4. Effect of Gap between the Rotor and Cylinder on Damper Torque of the Damper. In order to investigate the effect of the gap between rotor and cylinder, rotary elastomer particle dampers with gap and no gap between rotor and cylinder are used in this paper. Some of the interesting and unique results are obtained from the study. As illustrated in Figure 13, damper torque of rotary damper with gap model using 3 mm diameter particles is higher until the 10 rpm of the shaft. After 10 rpm of the shaft, the decrease in the damper torque of the rotary damper with the gap model compared to the no-gap model is due to the sliding of particles through the gap. At the low rotational speed of the shaft, particles slowly cross from the gap between the rotor and the body of the
damper. Due to the rotational motion of particles, strong frictional forces are generated. This rotation of particles turns into a sliding motion when the rotor strongly pushes particles at rpm (more than 10 rpm). In summary, particles do not go through enormous compression at high rpm while crossing through the gap region. At high rpm, they quickly cross the gap region by sliding, which results in weak compressive forces on the particles. However, in the case of the rotary damper with a no-gap model, there is no gap region, but the neighboring particles support particles in front of the rotor. In the gap model, the particles cross from the gap region, so at high rpm, the neighboring particles’ support is weak compared to the rotary damper with no gap.

4.5. Findings and Significance in Comparison to Existing Approaches. In this subsection, we discuss the unique and significant findings of this study by comparing it with the state-of-the-art approaches.

(1) Usually, particle dampers consist of metallic particles, but metallic particles produce enormous noise due to collision between particle-particle and particle-wall [13]. In this study, we used elastomer particles instead of metallic particles. Elastomer particles do not produce noise due to collision between particle-particle and particle-wall because of their soft nature.

(2) Research on metallic particles showed that after a specific diameter of particles, further increase in the size of particles reduced the damping performance [12]. However, we used elastomer particles of 3 mm, 4 mm, and 5 mm diameter; no reduction in damper torque is observed with an increase in the size of elastomer particles.
(3) Generally, in metallic particles, after a specific limit of packing fraction, further increase in the packing fraction reduced the damping capabilities of the damper [9, 10, 12, 16]. However, we used elastomer particles, and no reduction in damper torque is noticed with the increase in the packing fraction.

(4) This study proved that particle deformation plays a significant role in producing higher damping in elastomer particle dampers. The elastomer particles in front of the rotor play a vital role in producing strong damper torque because they have strong compressive forces.

(5) Gap and no gap between the rotor and the cylinder with respect to different sizes of elastomer particles have not been studied in previous studies. In this research, we proved that to obtain higher damping, it is recommended to use a no-gap model when elastomer particles with 3 mm diameter are used inside the damper. However, when the particles size is 5 mm, the damper with the gap between rotor and cylinder can produce higher damping.

5. Conclusion

We investigated the effect of change in packing fraction, rotor speed, size of elastomer particles, and the gap between the rotor and cylinder on the damper torque. Prototypes of the rotary elastomer particle damper with gap and no gap between rotor and cylinder were introduced to observe the damper torque performance of rotary elastomer damper. Spherical elastomer particles made from TSE3466 are tested in the rotary damper with 3 mm, 4 mm, and 5 mm diameters. An increase in damper torque is observed by increasing the packing fraction. Particles made of TSE3466 were tested to observe the effect of the particles’ size on damper performance. It is proved that 5 mm diameter particles showed higher damper torque than 4 mm and 3 mm diameter particles. Interestingly, the damper torque of the rotary damper with the gap model was higher than the no-gap model until 10 rpm of the shaft when 3 mm diameter elastomer particles were used. The damper torque of the rotary damper with the gap between rotor and cylinder is larger than the rotary damper with a no-gap model throughout any rpm when 5 mm diameter elastomer particles are used.
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